stem cells or only inhibits the differentiation to other
and their differentiation into various lineages was assessed by immunohistochemistry using lineage-specific lineages. Our studies show that activated Notch1 and markers. Activated Notch signaling led to a marked reNotch3 both instructively promote cellular differentiaduction of the neuronal (MAP2 ϩ ) and oligodendroglial tion of astroglia from AHPs by the molecular mechanism (Gal- infection contain astroglia in contrast to 70% from in the cellular size, the GFAP expression level, and the LN1SE and LN3SE ( Figure 3C ). About 60% of the clones number of outgrown processes per cell. When LHCN1-should have been eliminated from LN1SE and LN3SE and LHCN3-infected cells were cultured under the differinfectants if this difference were due to clonal death entiating conditions, their expression of GFAP was acby the overexpression of Notch RAMIC. However, the celerated as well as augmented ( Figure 1C) Figures 6A and 6B) . When AHPs expressing Notch1 RAMIC were treated with CNTF, a studies using the transient luciferase assay (Figure 6C ). These data show that two different signaling pathways, significantly larger proportion of cells not only increased the expression of GFAP but also became flat and polyg-CNTF and Notch, additively stimulate differentiation from the multipotent neural stem cells to astroglia. onal, a typical morphology of astroglia. Notch signaling appears to induce an astroglial phenotype more extenTo investigate a molecular mechanism underlying this Figure 3D ). Since the frequency of cell death is very low in each colony and few Notch Discussion RAMIC expressing colonies contain neurons ( Figure 3E) , it is unlikely that astroglial induction by Notch is apparWe have examined the role of Notch1 and Notch3 in ent by preferential death of intraclonal neurons. The CNS lineage commitment, using bFGF-dependent multipossibility that these effects might reflect the selection potent self-renewing neural progenitor cells (AHPs). Our bias by hygromycin B is unlikely because astroglial instudies on multipotent AHPs stably expressing Notch duction by Notch was confirmed by the GFAP promoter RAMIC indicate that activated Notch1 and Notch3 beluciferase assay, which was performed by transient have similarly by inhibiting neuronal and oligodendroglial lineage commitment and promoting astroglial develtransfection. The simplest interpretation of our data, opment (Figures 1 and 2) . Clonal analysis indicates that therefore, is that activated Notch1 and Notch3 act inNotch1 and Notch3 most likely provide an instructive structively to control the cell fate determination of CNS regulation in the choice of the astroglial fate rather than a multipotent progenitor cells, resulting in astroglial inducselective regulation in survival of astroglial precommitted tion and neuron/oligodendrocyte suppression. progenitors (Figures 3C-3E) Similarly, the expression of activated Notch3 in neuro-
CNTF-treated cells increased their cell sizes and sharp sively than CNTF. The additive enhancement of transcription from the GFAP promoter was shown by kinetic process extension (
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